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SUMMARY 

A program of experimental and analytical research has been per
formed to demonstrate the degree of correlation achieved between 
measured and compv~ed rotor inplane stability characteristics. 
The experimental data were obtained from hover tests for a scaled 
model of an advanced b~aringless main rotor. Both isolated'rotor 
and ground resonance conditions were tested. Test parameters 
included blade built-in cone and sweep angles, rotor inplane 
structural damping, pitch link location and fuselage structural 
damping. Analytical results for the conditions tested were ob
tained using current Bell Helicopter Textron analyses. In addi
tion, variations in the analytical models were made to assess. 
their impact on the correlation between computed and measured 
results •. Results from this program are presented in tabular 'and 
graphical form in this report. The program documented herein was 
sponsored by contract (NAS2-10772) with the National Aeronautics 
and space Administration, ~:es Research Center • 
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INTRODUCTION 

For more than two decades, both public and private sectors of the 
helicopter industry have tried to eliminate the requirement for 
main rotor bearings in an effort to reduce rotor weight, cost, 
and maintenance, while improving system reliability. Reference 1 
presents an overview of the industry's efforts and the particular 
problems that had to be overcome. The approach has been to re
place hub bearings with flexural elements, which deflect in ac
commodating blade motions. An evolution in multibladed rotor 
design has resulted: from articulated to hingeless, where lead
lag and flap bearings were replaced, to bearingless, where the 
pitch bearings were also eliminated. One distinguishing charac
teristic of hingeless and bearingless (non-articulated) rotors, 
when compared to articulated configurations, is their increased 
ability to transmit blade bending moments to the top of the mast 
and through·it to the airframe. 1'he rotor-fuselage coupling ·~us 
provided by.the non-articulated hub significantly affects com
bined aystem dynamic stability. Ground resonance is one possible 
mode of instability as it involves inplane motions of the rotor 
blt.des and rigid body motions of the airframe. Even for an . 
inflexible airfl-arne (isolated rotor), kinematic coupling between 
the degrees of freedom of each blade can result in instabilities 
such as flap-lag and pitch-lag instability. 

With regard to predicting non-articulated rotor characteristics, 
probably the greater effort has been directed toward development 
of analyses that could be used to determine isolated blade and 
coupled rotor-fuselage stability. References 2 through 5 illus
trate some of the results achieved in this area for hingeless· . 
rotors, while reference 6 shows results for bearingless config
urations. While predictions for ar.ticulated rotors have shown 
good agreement with measurements, correlation between measured 
and predicted characteristics of non-articulated rotors is worse 
as illustrated by reference 6. The fundamental problem lies in 
the fact that, unlike typical artjculated rotors with a lag-flap
pitch hinge sequence, non-articulated rotors have virtual flap 
and lag hinges that rotate with blade feathering, ttereby possi
bly ct~ating large kinematic coupling effects. Other kinematic 
couplings may be intentionally induced through design. The . 
structural design of a non-articulated rotor hub may even include 
redundant load Paths. Finally, because of the higher effective 
hinge offsets typically associated with non-articulated rotors, 
bl~de elastic deflections. are more plonounced. Analysis of 
non-articulated rotor s:ab~~ity, as well as many oth~r character
istics, requlres analytical tools reflecting a sensitivity to 
structural detail and aeroelastic effects that have been substan
tiated by cOffiparison to experimental results. 
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M~~y companies within the helicopter industry have worked toward 
the development of viable non-articulated rotor systems. Bell 
Helicopter Textron (BHT) has developed numerous multibladed 
hingeless rotor systems to evaluate various design approaches. 
BHT'~ first flight test of a hingeless rotor occurred in 1957 
(figure 1). In subsequent programs, other stiff-chordwise con
figurations were designed and tested, such as the one shown in 
figure 2. The development of viscoelastic material~, which could 
be efficiently used to provide high levels of inplane damping 
caused BHT to redirect their efforts toward soft-inplane config
urations. This new emphasis on soft-inplane-configurations with 
viscoelastic dampers contributed to the development of the Model 
654 (reference 7 and figure 3) rotor. In 1977, BIIT initiated a 
program to design and test a bearingless rotor. The bearingless 
hub would have a s~=c-flapwise and soft-chordwise flexure that, 
at its outboard end, provided little restraint to blade feather
ing motions imposed thrQugh flexure twisting. Damping was to be 
provided primarily through structural sources using elastomeric 
material. 

Concurrent with these hingeless and bearingless rotor development 
programs, BHT has worked toward the establishment of inhouse 
analytical capabilities of sufficient accuracy to provide devel
opmental support from preliminary design through flight test. 
The area of greatest difficulty has been predicting aeroelastic 
stahility characteristics for hingeless and bearingless rotor!;. 
Past correlation attempts have, at times, yielded less than 
satisfactory results for both isolated rotor and ground resonance 
studies. As an example, figure 4 (which uses data appearing in 
reference- 7) illustrates the correlation ach;.eved in a study of 
the ground resonance characteristics of the H654 rotor using an 
aarlier stability analysis. Although measured and predicted 
damping levels are comparable, so:ne aspects of the meal:;ured 
trends are not matched by analysis, particularly because of the 
tendency of the analytical curve to depict a basic loss in damp
ing as rotor speed is increased. It is thought that the failure 
to properly account for blade equilibrium position in determining 
clastic coupling effects could be a primary cause for the lack of 
correlation. 

BHT has constructed a small-scale model of its current bearing
less rotor design. For this model flap, lag, and torsional mo
tions are accommodated in the hub flexure, which is bearingless, 
with the inplane motions also opposed by a damper-restrained, 
external' cuff. Based on the use of this model, ~HT has embarked 
on a program to conduct a ne~~,correlation attem~t. In addition, 
both experimental and analytical results will bl:! reviewed to ob
tain insight into the manner by which the particular physical 
characteristics of a bearingless rotor influence isolated rotor 
and ground resonance stability. The principal accomplishments of 
this program ~re discussed in this report. This program was 
performed in response to a contract (NAS2-l0772) with the 
National' Aeronautic:; and Space Administration, Ames Reseax:ch 
Center.': ·Dr. William \"armbrodt served as the Technical Monitor. Ii 
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SYMBOLS 

Units used for the physical quantities defined in this· paper are 
given in the International system of Units (5I)0 

airfoil aerodynamic drag coefficient 

airfoil aerodynamic lift coefficient 

airfoil aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient refer
enced to the quarter chord 

blade inplane frequency, Hz 

fuselage pitch frequency, Hz 

f~selage roll frequency, Hz 

inplane damper spring rate, N/m 

natural mode generalized inertia, Nomos 2 _ 

rotor radius 

radial station of pitch link to pitch horn attachment, 
cm 

rotor thrust, 9 

built-in coning angle of blade (positive tip up), oeg 

\ built-in sweep of blade· (posi tl.ve tip aft), deg· . 

natur'll mode damper shear deflection, m 

pitch-flap coupling angle (positive for pitch drwn with 
up flapping), deg 

pi~ch-lag coupling angle (positive for pitch up with 
lag), deg 

blade inplane critical damping ratio (rotatiL: system) 

fuselage pitch critical damping ratio (fixed system) 

fuselage roll critical damping ratio (fixed system) 

. blade inplane structural dampins ratio (rotatingsys
tern) 

3 
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blade collective pitch angle (positive nose up), deg 

blade damper material loss tangent angle, deg 

rotor angular velocity, rad/s 

natural mode frequency, rad/s 

nominal rotor angular velocity, rad/s 

rotor angular velocity normalized by the maximum value 
of 104.7 rad/s 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 

The following par"!~Laphs describe the bearingless rotor and fuse
lage models and ~le test procedures used during the experiments 
associated with this program. The rotor model is functionally 
the same as a full-scale rotor system under development at BHT. 
Major differences between the model and full-scale'rotors include 
the inplane damper loss tangent (the ratio of material damping 
level to elastic spring rat~) and blaae design. The model hub, 
however,is an accurately scaled representation of the fnll-scale 
article.· . The model structural damping level, which is propor
tioI'.al to the damper loss tangent, is less than the full-scale 
value to yield more critical test conditions c.nd, thus, data of 
greater interest in a study of this t:·;~. Model blade design 
variations from t..'1e fud-scale design '.re believed to be of 
little consequence fvr this study. 

Bearingless Rotor Model 

Th~~ rotor model is a 2.42 m diameter, four-bl:\ded, bearingless 
rotor with a maximum operating speed of 104.7 rad/s. Rotor flap, 
lag, and pitch I:lotions are acc:ommodated by flexural auns _xt.end
ing outward from the centerline to each blade, The blades are 
untwisted and untapered with center of gravities and shear cen
teLs located at the quarter chord. Other rotor geometric and 
stru(~tllral properties are shown in tables I and I I . 

On~ unique feature of this rotor is the hub design, shown pic
torially in figures Sa and Sb. The hub is formed by two flexural 
members, ea~h continuing aLross the shaft attachment and connec
ted to grips :or opposite blade pairs. The two '.lexural members 
are stacked vert:::'cally and bolted to the mast at their cent~rs. 
From the center of rotation, each flexur~l arm structurally 
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transitions into a flat flapping flexure and then ~ntc a torsion
ally soft feathering element with cruciform cross-section. The 
cruciform shape is carried to sta~ion 21.9 cm, at which point the 
arm was built-up to contain the bushings for attachment of the 
blade grips. A torsionally stiff cuff encompass.~s each flexure. 
The cuff, used to control blade feathering, is bolted to the 
blade grip at its outboard end. The cuff is shear restrained to 
the flexure at its inboard end (6.1 cm from the rotor centeri~ 
The shear restraint mechanism is pinned in three directions, 
provides a beam shear load path to minimize beam-torsion coupling 
and flexure l'.Jads that we'lld result from pitch link shears, and· 
contains elastomeric shea~ pads for inplane damping augmentation 
(fig. 5b). The cuff has an integral pitch horn. pitch link 
loads introduced to the horn will be reacted at the shear re
straint in such a way as to generate a to~sional couple, thereby 
rotating the cuff and twisting ~e attached flexure. The shear 
restraint rotates in pitch with th~ cuff and blade (fig. 5b). 
with the blade and flexure at flat pitch, the shear l:estraint 
mechanism is rotated -11 0 (nose-down). 

Two sets of blade grips can be used, providing either 0 or 1.5 0 

coning angles. Blade sweep of 0 or 20 aft can be achieved 
through the use of eccentric bushings pressed into the iru)o~~d 
blade attachment blocks. The pitch horn is oversiz~d to accommo
date pitch link radial station changes by the use of various 
spacer arrangements. Two sets of inplane dampers were tested. 
Both have spring rates of 595.4 Nlcm, but with loss tangents of 
0.246 and 0.33. The rotor structural damping level was propor
tional to the particular damper loss tangent value. 

~IQ adjacent flexure arms are instrumented wi~~ four-arm strain 
gage Lridges. Beamwise and chordwise bending moments are ob .. 
tained at 3.1 and 5.9 percent radius and the flexure torsion is 
measucedat 6.5 percent. The pitch link axial force and mast 
drive torque are als.o measured by strain gaq~ bridges. Engi-· 
neering load equivalents were recorded periodically with the data 
by using standard vol ta(~e level signals for each channel and not
ing the associated load level. 

The model rotor i~ designed for Froude scale o~eration in air at 
atmospheric pressure based on a full-to-model ~~ale factor of 5. 
Although compressibility a:ld viscous effects on mea3ured data are 
not representative, both static and dynamic deflections are prop
erly simulated and the latter are more important for rotor sta
bility testing. scale factors relating the conceptual full-scale 
rotor to the model tested are listed in table III. Elastic 
simulation i3 based on matching the ratios of blade natural 
frequency to rotor speed. The calculated first inplane and 
out-of-plane frequency ratios for a nominal speed (81.7·rad/s) 
and n,oder-ate collective pitch (70) are 0.74 and 1. 04 per rev-. 
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Fuselage Model 

The fuselage model and drive system are shown in figures 6 and 7 
which illustrate the more important features. The frame consists 
of an attachment shell, ballast support arms and rotor control 
system. The frame is mounted on a gimbal ring which, in turn, is 
connected to the drive stand. Connections between the frame ' 
shell, gimbal ring and stand are accomplished by soft fle::ures 
that have very low rotational stiffness and damping. The flex
ures provide fuselage freedom of motion in pitch and roll with 
respect to the drive stand. Linear springs and adjustable vis
cous dampers are attached between the ~tand and fuselage or 
gimbal ring to t~ilor fuselage frequencies (pitch and roll spring 
rates) and damping levels. Ballast weights are mounted on the 
support arms to appropriately model the fixed-system inertia. 

The rotor sh~ft is direct driven'by a variable-speed hYdr~uii~ 
motor. The motor is mounted within the lower portion of the' 
drive stand, immediately above the thrust balance. A drive shaft 
is used to connect the motor with the rotor mast, extending 
through the fuselage shell with two universal join~s tc accommo
date !uselage motion. 

The model has a complete rotor control system driven by remotely 
controlled electric motors. Two actuators, arranged 90° apart, 
are used to control cyclic blade feathering, and a single actua
tor is used for collective pitch. Linear potentiometers sense 
swashplate position and, therefore, rotor trim ~tate. For the 
isolated rotor testing, one cyclic actuator,was replaced by a. 
spring-loaded 'stop. The spring holds the swashplate against the 
stop to maintain zero cyclic pitch during normal operation. When 
rotor excitation was desired, the swashplate was pulled down , 
against the spring and released. The resulting cyclic feathering 
input led to a transient lead-lag motion of the blade. 

The fuselage and drive stand are instrumented to read fuselage 
motions, rotor trim state, speed, thrust and torque. The gimbal 
rotary flexures are strain-gaged to measure fuselage pitch and 
roll motions. The linear potentiometers, connected to the swash
plate, provide rotor trim state data. Rotor thrust is measured 
by using a single component strain-gage balance mounted below the 
drive stand. Drive shaft torque is also sensed using a strain 
gage. Rotor shaft speed and azimuth position are determined 
using I and 60 per rev magnetic sensors. The r~tating blade and 
shaft data are transferred to the fixed 3ystem through a 24-ring, 
slip-ring assembly using two brushes pe~ ring. Rotor thrust, 
torque and trim positiC'ns ;ire continuously displayed on analog 
m,eters mounted in a rr.oQel operator's console. Rotor speed is 
rea-i by using a frequency counter sensing the 60 per rev magnetic 
sensor signal. 
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The same fuselage and scand combination was used fer both iso
la~ed rotor and ground resonance tests. In the case of the iso
lated rotor testing, add ~ions to the model were made, as shown 
in figure 7, to provide a large hub impedance and eliminate the 
free-hub effect. The_ model snubber was raised and locked to 
secure the fuselage and a steel stabilizer frame was attached 
between the extremes of the ballast support arms and the drive 
stand base below the balance. These frames were also cross
braced. Above the rotor hub, a bearing-supported fixture was 
attached to the shaft and steel cables connected between the 
fixture and tie-down points in thP. test cell. The cables were 
tensioned with turnbuckles. The fixture allowed the shaft to 
turn, while restricting hub motion. 

Test Procedures and Data Reduction 

Rotor inpl~ne s~ability characteristics were measured in a hover
ing condition for numerous rotor and fuselage configurations. 
Operating conditions were varied over wide ranges of rotor thrust 
(0-330N) and rot~tional speed (57-100 rad/s). T~e nominal values 
of Ig rotor thrust and rotational speed "!er~ 222.4 Nand 81. 7 
radls, t"espectively. Each run was initiated by bringing the 
rotor speed up to the desired value and setting collective pitch 
to yield-the" specified thrust. Sustained first harmonic rotbr 
flapping was eliminated during the test. Once the test condi
tior..s were established, the model was "plucked II and th~ transient 
response recorded on both oscillograph and magnetic tape record
ers. For isolated rotor tests, the swashplate position was _ 
stepped using a spring-loaded !':top mechanism which-replaced. one 
of the cyclic actuators. For ground resonance tests, the fuse
lage was excited by pulling In one of the ballast support a~s at 
a point removed from both pitch and roll axes. 

After transient data were recordect for c:. test point, the t.~rust 
and/or rotor speed was changed to the next value and the plv~ess 
repeated. The prog:ram consisted of data 03ets with varying 
thrusts at a constant rotor speed or varying speed at co!'_stant 
thrust. A few data sets were obtained showing a variation with 
rotor speed for a constant coll~ctive pitch. Five rotor config
urations were tested and their parametric values are identified 
in table IV. In addition to the isolated rotor tests (designated 
as fuselage configuration F-I), two free-hub configurations were 
examined. Characteristics of the nominal fu~~lage case (F-2) are 
listed in table V. The second free-hub case (F-3) had both pitch 
and roll damping ratios equal to one-half those of case F-2, 
while all other parometric values were the same. 
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Appentlix A lists the various combinations of rotor, fU'''clage aI~d 
operating conditions that were examined. Note that ~he rotor 
spef~d, fi, is norma".izcd by the maximum allowed value .If 104.7 
rad/s. Rotor stability characteristi(;s weL'e recorded for each 
test point. Hub be~ and chord ~ending moments at 0.03l~, hub 
torsion at 0.055R and the pitch li~~ axial fcrc~ for adjacent 
blades and the hub churd moment at 0.059R for one blade were all 
recorded on magnetic tape. The fuselage pitch and roll motions 
and the ] per rev rotor pulse signal were also recorded on magne
tic tape. These same data channels we~e recorced by ~n oscillo
graph as well. 

The oscillograph traces were ~nalyzed to produce the stability 
data listed i~ Appendix A. Frequency was determined by peak 
counting the hut, chord bending moment, fuselage pitch or roll 
motion traces. Damping ratio was calculated by applying the 
logarithmic decrement technique to the approp~iata trace. 

ANALYSIS AND MGDIFI~A1IONS 

The analytical research was performed usjng BHT computer programs 
DNAM06, DRAV2lTF, und ::E_~I06. Program DN~~06 is the current pro
duction "ersion of the BET series of programs used to calculat:: 
blade I!',odal charac'ceristics. DRAV2:,.TF is the production rotor 
stability 'analysis capable of determining both isola~ed rotor apd 
grol.nd resonance characteristics for hover. Pr'JgraIT. ARAM06 is a 
modified version ~f DNAM06, having in addition the ~etermination 
of blade equilibrium position and its effects on the modal char
acteristic~. A second opticn in progr:am ARAM06 uses a trans for
mationof bending and torsion moments, as wel.l as slopes, to 
determine the elastic cOt~pling effects that arise with blade 
coning and' sweep. Descriptions of these progra.'lls and the modifi
c~tionG in developing 'and using progr~ ARAM06 are presented in 
the following paragraphs. 

M"dal Analysis 

The blade modal analysis is performed using the production ver
sion of BHT computer program DNAM06, which is docu~ented in ref
erence 8. Program DNAM06 is \!sed to compute the full:r coupled 
rotatin~ natural frequencies and mode shapes of ~he rotvr blade 
in vacuo. , Blade flexibility is mojeled by piecewise uniform, 
untwisted, massless elastic ele:ments with pril1cipal axis mi.s
aligru.,ent' and shear center and elastic axis offsets from the, 
reference 'axis. The inertial properties are represented by , 
lumped elements that have pri!1.:ipal axes misalignec! witn the 
basic hub reference coordinate ~yst~mi center of. ~ass offsets 
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frem the re.ference axis; and which undergo vibratory and cen
trifugal accelerations. variou~ combinations of blade pitch 
control system, pylon im~edance, Clnd hub structural detail can be 
mortel~d to reple~ent the effects (If most realistic hub configura
tions. The program calculates modal qualities assuming five 
degrees-of-freedom (radial vibrations a=e ignored). Program 
inputs include rotor geometry (radius, chord, twist, pit~h link 
location. etc.), hub and blade structural parameters (mass, mass 
moment, and hending and torsional stiffness distributions), hub 
i~pedance parameters, and rotor. operating conditions (rotor speed 
and blade pitch). The DtlAI-l06 prog=am is capable of modeling the 
redundan~ strJctural details of a bearingless rotor with shear 
re~~ained cuff, such as that used in this program. 

Prcgram DNAI-lOf, does not account for the effects of preconed or 
prelagged hub flexures or coned and swept blades on the blade 
modal characteristics. It also does not' analyze the blade in its 
opera~ing position deformed by the action of its load environ
ment. It is left for sUbsequent analyses to account for these 
effects. As discussp.d in refere~ce 4, these geometric qualities, 
as well as the blade's position, do affp.ct inplane stability 
characteristics by virtue of an induced elastic flap-lag-torsion 
coupling. 

The structural damping that arises frcn the cuff inplane re
straint is computed based on res\ll ts fr.om program DNAH06. In 
that analysis the inplane structural damping ratio, normalized by 
damper material loss tangent, i~. computed for each mode pased on 
the following relationship. 

t s 
tan Q 

Only the n~rmalized damping ratio comp~ted for the first inplane 
mode is used fo= subsequent stability analysis. 

Stability Analysis 

Isolated eotor and ground resonance stability characteristics are 
predicted by the production version of BHT ~omputer program 
DRAV2 IF. which is an eigenvector analysis s.:.nilar to the DRAV02 
program' documented in referenCE! 9. DRAV2lTF in.:erfaces "lith pro
gram DNA1'1Qr, to,o model the elastic rotor by using up to ten .·fully 
coupled modes calculated by the latter prog~am. In contrast. 
program DRAV02 uses a lumped mass and spring-restrained hinge 
representation for the blade. The fixed-system representation in 
DRAV2lTF models both the pylon and fuselage as lumped masses, 
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momel\ts of inertia, and hinges having spring and damp"r re
straint. The various elements are connected by massless, rigid 
red£.. Pitch and roll of both the pyle.n and fuselage and combined 
sys~em lateral and longitudinal translation are allowed. For 
thi '. program, the analytical model conaidered only fuselage pitch 
and roll motion as illustrated in figure 8. The rotor and fixed 
sys~em are coupled by virtue of the hub shears and moments. The 
an~Lysis treats various articulated, hingeless and bearingless 
roLor configurations and includes such parameters as hub precone 
an;' prelag; blade droop and sweep; and sp.,m .... ise variations of 
center of gravity and aerodynamic center offsets, blade twist and 
chord. 

Quasi-steady aerodynamic loads are derived from tabulations of 
Ci , Cd' and Cm using a table look-up prOCC6S dependent on local 
Mach number and aerodynamic angle of attack. A program option 
allows the use of nonlinear equ~~ions to formulate the aero
dynamic coefficients. For this study, the optional equations 
were used to define the aerodynamic coefficients oy 

Ci = 5.73a 

Cd = 0.008 + 0.179a 2 

Cm = 0 

where a is the aerodynamic angle of attack in units of radians. 
The aerodynamic loads are calculilted using strip theory and 
neglecting radial flow effects. A dynamic inflow model is pro
vided for optional use. Fuselage aerodynamic loacis are neglec-
ted. . 

For this program the stability analysis made use of the rotating 
first and second inplane mode, the first three flap modes and the 
first torsion mode. The structural damping for the first inplane 
mode WdS based on the normali;:ed <!.:.mping ratio from program 
DNAM06 and the loss tangent of the inplane damper material for 
the. particular rotor configuration in question. For the other 
five modes the structural damping ratio was assumed to be 0.02. 

A numerical iteration procedure is used to calculate the blade 
equilibri~~ position based on a linearized set of equations. 
These same equations, but with time dependent terms retained, are 
used in the pertcrbation analysis. Terms, such as those which 
are nonli.near in n<lture and not included in the modal analys.is, 
are treated as forclng functions ~n the st.1bili ty equations. The 
blaae pe~turbatlon equations are transformed from the rotating 
coordinate system to the fixed system, uSlng a multlblade coor
dinate transformatlon to eliminate the p~rlodic coefficients 
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from the equations of mot:on. The solution is based on the nor
mal mode approach using generalized coordinates associated with 
each rotor mode and the selected fixed-system motions. 

The modal analysis, progr~ DNAM06, includes only linear terms 
that arise from the structural character of a rotor blade.. In 
the stability analysis, the resulting modes are first used in 
conjunction with static aerodynamic forcing functions to calcu
late the blade'S equilibrium position for a hovering condition. 
For the subsequent stability analysis, c~rtain nonlinear effects 
have been modeled to more completely describe the elastic bending 
and torsion motions of the blade. Differential equations 61 (b) , 
(e), and. (d) of reference 10 contain higher order terms involving 
spatially differentiated elastic displacement variables •. Because 
these terms were not inclu~~d in the modal analYSis, the stabil
ity equations have been formulated to reflect these nonlinear 
effects •.. Th~se particular terms of reference 10 have been· '~in
earized about the blade equilibrium posj.tion to produce productn 
of static and oscillatory bending curvatures. The static curva
tures are defined from the cal~ulated blade ~quilibrium position. 
The oscillatory curvatures are expressed in terms of the input 
mo~e shapes by differentiating the slopes computed in program 
DNAM06. These nonlinear te~s introducp elastic torsional·mo
ments in·the equations of motion that arise from moderate· bending 
deflectiohs and &re combined with the aerodynamic loads as gen
eralized forcing functions of the normal modes calculated by 
DNAM06. These bending curvature terms are included in the basic 
stability analysis except for specific cases where their omission 
is pointed out. Built-in blade coning effects are included~in 
·th·e calculated equilibrium posi tion. Other than that and the 
above described curvature terms. blade coning is not explicitly 
included in the stability calcu}ations. 

Analytical Modifications 

Program DNAM06 calculates modal characteristics based on a 
straight line hub and blade axis aligned perpendicular to the 
shaft axis· about which elastic twisting is assumed. This does 
not allow such design pararneter3 as hub preconp and prelag. as 
well as blade built-in coning and sweep. to be modeled. Further. 
the infl uence of blade equilibrium poai tion is not accc'Jnted for 
at this stage of the analysis. Thus. the modal characteristics 
predicted by DNAM06 do not fully reflect the elastic flap-lag
torsion coupling effects described in reference 4 and which are 
dependent on hub design and rotor operating condition. As .shown 
by reference 4. analysis of complex rotor systems which are 
aeroelastically sensitive to elastic and kinematic couplings, 
such as the bearingless rotor, should correctly model the posi
tion of the blades relative to the axis of rotation and to the 
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feathering element of the hub. This may be more readily accom
pUshed during modal analysis of the rotor rather than during 
subsequent stability or response analysis. 

Consequently, program DNAM06 was modified to allow these elastic, 
coupling effects to be more fully represented. An existing 
static equilibrium analysis, reference 11, was incorporated into 
the program code. The resulting program, ARAM06, is used in lieu 
of DNAM06 and in conjunction with DRAV2lTF for the modified 
analysis. ~.~06 uses both operating and design parameters to 
compute the blade equilibrium position. Hub precone and prelag 
and blade drooD and sweep effects on the eq'.lilibrium condit.ions 
are included in the analysis as indicated by the schematic in 
fiqure 8. The determination of equilibrium position reflects the 
spanwise vari~tions ln blade twist, struc~ural stiffness, weight, 
center-of-gravity and neutral axis offsets from the reference 
axis, and section radius of gyration. Rotor speed and collective 
pitch describe the operating conditions. The pitc~-horn and cuff 
geometries are also specified. All geometric and load di3con
tinuities occur at segment junctions or nodes. AirloaGs are 
calculated by assuming a triangular lift distributi-:>n with the 
magnitude calculated by strip theory. 

To determine the static equilibrium positicn about which the 
modes are superimposed, a tension-beam analysis is performed to 
calculate blade shears and moments about the principal axes at 
the spanwise center of each segment. The resulting deflections 
of the blade from its initial position are calculated. By itera
tion, the final static equilibrium podtion of the blade relative 
to the mast coordinate system and corresponding shears andmo
ments are computed. These data form a consistent set of' 'shears, 
moments, 'displacements and slopes t.o be used in the DNAM06 analy
sis. Analytical representations a~so include a cantilevered hub, 
lumped-mass representation of each segment, and symmetrical 
airioil.' Blade torsion is uncouple~ frv~ the beam and chord 
degrees of freedcm except for the co~trol system effects. 

The resulting elastically deformed equilibrium position of the 
blade is used to define incremental center of gravity, shear 
center, and neutral axis offsets from the designated elastic 
feathering or pitch change axis. For this study, the pitch 
ch'ang~ a.xis is defined as being tangent to the blade equilibrium 
position at ~ radial station of 14 cm from the centerline. These 
offsets, added to the input cross-section values, are used, in 
conjunction Wi~l the basic equations of motion of program DNPM06 
to reflect elastic couplings between the flap, lag, and tOr!:iional 
degrees of freedom in program ARAM06. 
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As will be shown in a subsequent section, one basic shortcoming 
of the previously described approach is that a single pitch 
change axis is used from which the equilibrium position of the 
complete blade is referenced. This single coordinate system 
representation leads to large offsets for the outboard blaue 
segments and the resulting dynamic torsional moments become 
excessive at high~r thrust conditions. These offsets are ~ade 
even larger due to the introduction of blade sweep or coni~g. 
The end result is that the elastic twist, reflected in the first 
flap and lag modes, due to blade coning and sweep effects is 
overpredicted. A second modified modal analysis approach was, 
therefore, formulated. 

In this alternative modified modal analysis, the equilibrium 
position of the blade, including the built-in blade sweep a~d 
coning angles, is used to perform a transformation on the dynamic 
bending and torsion moments and slopes calculated by the equa
tions of motion from DNAM06. The transformation is performed as 
the analysis is stepped over the region between the radius where 
precone is applied to the radius where coning and sweep are ap
plied. Analogous transformations for shea~s and deflections are 
neglected because tlleir effect is expected to be significantly 
smaller. When the transformation approach is used, the offsets 
related to the equilibrium position, used in the original mqdi
fied analysis, are neglected. The modal data from both modified 
approaches were 11sed in the production stability analysis with 
the bending curvature terms deleted. The inplane structural 
damping ratio, used in the stability calculations, is approxi
mately the same for both basic and modified analytical approaches 
as shoWn in table VI. .' . 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

The results of the experimental and analytical research using the 
basic analysis, are presented in Appendices A and B, re~pectively. 
Representative measured and calculated results are presented 
graphically in figures 9 to 29 and discussed in subsequent para
graphs. In the appendices the inplane damping and frequency are 
expressed as rotating coordinate system values. In the figures, 
the inplane frequency is shown in the rotating system for iso
lated rotorconditionn and fixed system for ground resonance 
cases, while the dampip~is presented exclus:vely in the rotating 
system. All other damplng and frequency vr~ues in the appendices 
and figures are expressed in the fixed sy,' tern. with the excep
tion offiqures 21 to 27, the calculated results are from the 
basic production analyses, using DNAH06. The organization of the 
figures is as follows: 
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Fiqur'!s 

Isolated' Rotor Analytical Correlation ••.•••••••••• 9 to 15 

Ground Resonance Analytical Correlation ••••••••••• 16 to 20 

21 to. 27 Modified Analysi3 Correlation ••••••••••••••••••••• 

Additional Rotor stability Trends •••.••••••••••••• 28 and 29 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Isolated Rotor Analytical Correlation 

Comparisons 'of measured and calculated isolated rotor inplane .. 
characteristics are illustrated for' rotor configuration R-I in 
figures 9, 10, and 11. In the figures, Ig thrust refers to 'a' 
value of 222.4 N. The calculated results are obtained from the 
production analyses, DNAM06 and DRAV2lTF. In figures 9 and 10 
the dashed curves represent the inplane mode calculated struc
tural damping ratio which is the same for rotor configurations 
R-l, R-2, .~~d R-4 and is tabulated in table VI. The damping' 
ratio for R-6 and R-7 is approximately three-fo~rths of the :. 
values in these figures and table. This structural damping is 
derived from the modal analysis (DNAM06) and based on the loss 
tangent of the shear reEtraint damper material. The structural 
damping is' ,nearly invariant with thrust (collective pitch) and 
decreases slightly with increasing rotor speed. The latter.t;rend 
is due mostly to the centrifugal stiffening of the flexure caus
ing it to ca1.'ry a greater porti(m of the inplane bending moments. 
The difference oetween the solid and dashed curves of figures 9 
and 10 represent the contributions that arise from aeroelastic 
sourc~s and from coupling with other modes. 

As shown in figure 9, the agreement bet\ieen measured and calcu
lated inplane fr~quency is good both in regard to value and 
trend. The calculated damping is unconservative and shows a 
larger discrepancy at the lower rotor speeds. This trend is 
fur·ther illustrated by the data of figure 10. As rotor speed is 
decreased, the predicted damping curves show a significant in
crease in aeroelastic sensi ti vi t~,- to thrust level, 'the degree of 
which is not reflected by the test data. One source of this 
stabilizing aeroelastic contribution in the analysis is illus
trated by figure 11 which reflects the c~ntribution of the static 
bending cu~~ature terms of program DRAV21TF. While their effect 
on inplane frequency (not shown) is insignificant, the greater 
impact is on dle damping trends. The contribution of these terms 
increases with thrust and decreasing rotor speed, as the bending 
curvature of the blade axis is increased. Exclusion of these 
terms greatly improves the agreement between measured and calcu
lated results. 
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Even with the exclusion of the bendir.g curvature terms, the cor
relation is not good at the lowest rotor speed condition as shown 
in figure 11. With the exception of the first coupled inplane 
mode, t~e only mode with significant participation in the inplane 
response is the highly damped first coupled flap mode. The 
contribution from this mode increases at the lower speeds where 
the first flap and lag modes are nearly resonant. Calculated 
inplane damping in this oper~ting speed range is sensitive to the 
relative magnitude and pha.:ing of the first inplane and flap mode 
contributions. At the highest rotor speed, where the effect of 
the first flap mode is minimal, the damping correlation is best. 
Even at the lowest speed, the difference between measured and 
calculated damping is not large allowing for scatt'· :.: in the test 
data. 

Variations in analytical correlation between the u~fferent rotor 
configurations are shown in figures 12 to 15. The production 
analyses inc~rrectly reflect the·effects of blade coning as " 
suggested by the data of figure 12. As shown in references 1. and 
6, blade coning ~s stabilizing For the test model with its 
small flap virtual hinge offset, the effect of coning is less 
than that for rotors with larger offsets. The effe~t, however, 
is discernible, adding a damping increment of approximately 0.005 
as shown in figure 12. As shown in figures 13 to 15, the damping 
trends with blade sweep, structural damping and pitch link loca
tion are "generally well-predicted by the analysis, although the 
stability increments differ between the measured and predicted 
data. The one exception is the effect of pitcu-link location 
(63 ) for moderate thrust levels. 

From figur"e's '12 to 15, the previously observed trend of· uncon .. 
servative damping predictions at the lower rvtor speed condition 
occurs consistently with all rotor configurations. In the analy
sis the bending curvature contributions are not greatly sensitive 
to these rotor design parameters. Similarly, the first flap mode 
contribution will generally be affected only in a secondary 
manner. For all isolated rotor damping predictions at constant 
rotation speed, decreasing rotor thrust yields an increase in 
damping at the 10" thrust levels. This is not seen in the meas
ured data, although the accuracy of tile measured data is more 
subject to question at the low thrust condition. These discre
pancies between measured and predicted trends should be further 
investigated. 
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Ground Resonance Analytical Correlation 

The correlation between measured and calculated ground resonance 
characteristics for rotor configuration R-l and fuselage config
uration F-2 is depicted in figures 16 and 17. The frequency 
correlation shown in figure 16 for the blade is excellent, al
though the fixed-system frequencies are slightly uriderpredicted. 
This yields an und~rprediction of the resonance condition by 
approximately 0.03Q. Based on tris latter observation, a limited 
study was performed to examine in greater detail the fixed-system 
frequency trends. It was found that the analysis co:t'rectly 
predicts the nonrotating (unco~!pled) body frequencies both with 
and without the rotor inertia effects. The increased rotor hub 
restraint of the body motions that arises as rotor speed is 
increased was also verified in the analysis. One area that was 
not studied is the action of rotqr thrust on body motions. Even 
so, it is felt that the frequency correlation is adequate. 

The damping comparison of figure 16 repeats the trend observed in 
the isolated roto.I:.._data. The predicted dampirlg is unconservative 
at the lower rotor speed conditions. The damping .tbuckets \I occur 
at the same rotor speed values. At the higher speed range, where 
the effects of the first flap mode are minimal, the damping 
correlation is good. However, the predicted relative minimum 
damping points do not occur at predicted frequency resonance·s·· 
between the inplane and fuselage modes. This discrepancy is, as 
yet, unexplained. 

Aeroelastic sensitivity with thrust and rotation speed of the 
rotor damping characteristics for the· free-hub condition is·il
lustrated by figure 17. For the lowest rotor speed condition, 
the predicted damping is higher than the measured values with the 
amount being slightly influenced by the thrust level. The con
tribution from the static bending curvature terms included in·the 
stability analysis is not as significant for the free-hub ~~se in 
comparison to their effects for the isolated rotor condition as 
shown in figure 11. In fact, the bending curvature contribution 
for a free-hub and at the lowest rotor speed is negligibl,~. The 
discrepancy between measured and predicted damping for this case 
is possibly due to the relative first fla~ mode i~fluence on the 
inplane response which is significantly greater for a free-hub 
condition, as reflected by the calculated eigenvectors. For the 
two higher rotor speed conditions,. the effect of the bending 
cUr'!ature terms, as shown in figure 17, is inconclusive as to 
whether their inclusion in the analysis improves correlation. In 
either case, the damping correlation at these rotor cpeed condi
tions is adequate. 
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Comparisons of measured and predicted damping trends for the 
various rotor configurations and a free-hub condition (F-2)'ure 
presented in fig~re 18. Although test data scatter prohibits a 
clear interpretation of ~,e eftect of blade coning, it is felt 
that its influence is stabilizing, ~f effective at all, for a 
free-hub condition in c~ntrast to the destabilizing analytical 
projection. This analytical trend is relatable to the similar 
isolated rotor trend where the analytical and experimental trends 
with blade coning were opposite, although the analytical trend 
was very slight. The analyti~al trends with bl~dp. sweep and 
pitch-link location (03) more clcsely match experimental results. 
The sensitiv.ity of the effects of these two parameters with 
th=ust differs, how~ver, between analytical and experimental 
curves. 

The correlation for points of neutral or negative stabilitY'is 
demonstrated in figures 19 and 20. The minimum damping values 
associa':ed' with the rotor inplane and body roll resonance '(q' ~ 
0.7) are not suitably predicted by tr.e analysis. The primary 
reason may be the damping contribution from the first flap l.lode 
which prevails over the lower rotor speed range. The negative 
and neutral s~ability conditions projected by the test d~ta at n 
= 0.7 and shown in fi~~res 19 and 20 are not predicted by the 
analysis. The inplane and body pitch resonance damping levels 
are reasonably predic..~~d over the range of 0.9 to 0.95 for, n~ 
Again, at'these speeds, the influence of the first flap node' on 
the inplane r~~ponse is minimal. 

Modified Analysis Correlation 

The correlation, based on the modified I,;)dal analysis (using' the 
blade equilibrium position as discussed nnder Analytical Modifi
cations), is shown in figures 21 and 22 at nominal rotor speed 
for isolated rotor and ground resonance conditions respectively. 
Frem figure 21, the inclusion of the equilibrium position ~·lodel 
in the modal analysis C.:luses the resulting predicted dampi',g 
ra~io values to correctly reflect a stabilizing trend with blade 
coning in contrast to the result.s from the basic analysis (f.igure 
12). At 1.4g thrust, however, the measured and modified analysis 
damping ratio increments that arise from blade coning are epprox
imately 0.005 and 0.013, respectively. Further, the measuremen· ... _ 
suggest that at moderate thrusts the inflUence of blade coning is 
significantly diminished, if not eliminated, for a fre~-hub 
condition as shown i1& figure 22. The modified analysis predicts 
a free-hub damping increment of 0.009 at a 1.4g thrust. The 
addition of the e~lilibrium position model in the modal analysis 
has, therefore, overcorrected for the blade coning effect. 
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Examination of the mode shapes calculated by the modified analy
sis suggests that the most significant influence of blade coning 
is the induced elastic twist in the first inplane mode. This 
elastic 04' nose-up with lag sense, when applied to a thrusting 
rotor, leads directly to an increase in computed damping level. 
Even for the configuration without built-in blade coning, R-l, 
the elastic blade coning at the higher thrusts causes a similar 
effect of increasing elastic twist which degrades the correla
tion. The deformed equilibrium positions of the blade flap 
deflections for configurations R-l and R-2, calculated by the 
modified analysis, are pr.esented in figure 23. The positions are 
very sim!lar, except fo~ the coned blade having a slightly higher 
elevationand the b~!1ding curvatures in the area of the built-in 
cone angle <122 percent radius). These subtle differences in 
position Ie,. t( the different elastic twist characteristics to 
wh.ich the 1=-.:( ted damping is sensi ti ve. The tendency of the 
modified aIlc..·· ·.-:.i > to overpredict 1=he effect of blade elastic· 
coni.ng on the , 1.: ping for configuration R-I perhaps results' from 
the fact that a .lingle pitch change axis system (tangent to the 
blade at 11.5 pe~cent radius) is used to compute center of grav
ity and shear center offsets for all stations. While this repre
sentation might adequat€ly represent hub flexure twisting, it . 
leads to overpredictions for the elastic twists of the blade 
segments because of their large offsets. Thus, while the method
ology of· using an equilibrium position to reference mode sha'pes 
may be correct, this specific illustration has failed to substan
tiate that fact. 

The difference in the computed equilibrium positions of the. 
blades forR-l and R-2 suggests that a more· subtle' effect is' 
required. Based on the celculated equilibrium positions for 
configuratio!lS having bui1.t-in blade coning and sweep, an alter
nate approach was formulated •. It is likely that the most signif
icant difference in the positions for R-l and R-2 is in the 
different curvatures and slope disconcinuity that occur in the. 
region around 22 percent radius where the blade coning is ap
plied. A similar observation can be made for the inplane posi
tion of the blade Witll respect to the application of blade sweep . 
It was therefore proposed that a transformation of the dynamic 
bending and torsion moments be made as the modal analysis is" 
stepped over the ~egion of the blade wherp. coning and sweep are 
applied. The transformation would be used to account for elastic 
c:('~'plin; between the bending and torsicn degrees of freedom that 
a.rise as a result of applying blade swee~ and coning. 

The results from using the modified modal analysis based on the 
transformation approach are reflected in figuns 2~ to 27. -In 
figure 24 tne correlation of blade coning effects ~s shown. The 
c.greemer.t bet'..reen measured and predicted values as to the incre
rrent in damping that results is excellent for thrust levels 
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greater than 0.2g and the projected damping levels are in close 
agreement at the higher thrusts. The correlation is certainly 
improved over that using the basic analysis. As shown in figure 
25, the destabilizing damping increment that results from blade 
sweep is similar for both basic and modified analyses with the 
basic analysis yielding slightly better absolute damping esti
mates. Again, the correlation for both analyses is better at the 
higher thrusts. For the free-hub condition of figure 26, the 
damping increment due to blade coning as calculated by the modi
fied analysis is still excessive and reflects a trend opposed to 
the basic analysis results. For both configurations R-l and R-2 
under a free-hub condition, the modif.ied analysis predicts a 
destabilizing trend with thrust in agreement with the test ddta. 
However, the basic analysis shows no significant change in damp
ing for thrust levels hi~her than 0.8g. 

The correlation that results from use of the modified analysis 
based on the moment transformation is shown in figure 27 over the 
range of rotor speeds examine~ in this study. It can be observed 
in this figure that the correlation for both rotor configurations 
R-I and R-2 has been ge!::;rally imp~·oved. The discrepancy between 
measured and calculateQ results for confiquration R-I and at the 
lower rotor speeds has been diminished by' use of the ~ransforma
tion analysis. Some difference remains, however, possil·ly aris
ing from the influence of the first flap mode. The meabu~ed '. 
increment in damping ratio due to blade coning is also reasonably 
reproduced by the modified analysis in contrast to the predic
tions associated with the basic analysis. 

Additional Rotor stabllity Trends 

One characteristic of this rotor model which significa11tly influ
ences the stability trends is the pitch l.nclination angle of the 
shear restraint relative to the flexure axes, illustrated by 
schematic in figure Sb. As previously described, th~ cuff is 
fixed at its outboard end to the blade and hub flexure interface 
hardware. At its inboard end it is connected to the flexure 
through a shear restraint and inp1ane damper mechanism. The 
mechanism is piruled to the flexure to allow free feathering with 
cuff pitching motions. When the flexure and blade are at flat 
pitch, the damper is inclined, or indexed, 11° nose-down from a 
vertical axis. At this point, aft bending of the blade causes a 
forward shearing of the damper ond the inboard end of the cuff is 
lowered by virtue of the damper axis inclination. Because t.h€. 
pitch horn is mounted to the trailing side of the cuff at its. 
inJ.·")ard erid, the lowering of the cuff will lead to an induced 
np.gative pitch angle creating a kinematic 04 ef.fect. As collec-
tive pitch is increased, the angle between the shear restraint 
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axis and the vertical is decreased until pitch angles in- excess 
of 11° are reached, as illustrated in table VI. For collective 
pitch angles below 11° the nose-do~l with lag induced pitch will 
destabili~e the rotor, as shown in fiqure 28, over a large por
tion of the operating thrust range. with the exception of the 
data of fiqure 28, the effects of blade jndex angle were always 
included in the analysis. 

The computed effect of softening the control system is illus
trated by fiqure 29. The reduced control system springrate was 
one-half the nominal value and created a stabilizing influence 
that increased with thrust beyond the point of minimum damping. 
This trend is supported by reference 4, where the discussion 
points out that in the presence of favorable aeroelastic coupling 
a reduced control system spriny=ate will enhance stability. _ The 
maqnitude oi the increase in damping will d~pcnd on the degree of 
favorable aer(.lelastic coupling ~at is present. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A program of experimental and analytical research has been per
formed to demonstrate the degree of correlation achieved between 
measured and computed rotor inplane stability characteristiGs. 
The exper~mental data resulted from hover tests for a 1/5-dc~le 
model cf an advanced bearingless main rctor. Both isolated rotor 
and ground resonance conditions were tested over the model opera
tional rotor speed and thrust ranges. Rotor inplane frequencies 
a~ld damping were obtained, as well as similar characteristics for 
the fusela,ge. pitch and "toll d-:;.grees- of freedom when applic<ib1.e. 
A number of rotating and fixed-system parameters were varied dur
ing the tests. These 5ncluded blade built-in coning and sweep 
angles, rotor inplane structural damping, pitch link location and 
fuselage structural ddmping. Analytically derived results for 
the same test conditions were obtained using current BHT in-house 
analyses. 

The analyses used in this program included a rotor modal analy
sis, prO<jrCUl DNAM06, and an inplane stability analysis, DRAV2lTF. 
Variations in the an,.lytical models were made to assess their 
impact on the correlation between computed and measured results. 
One of the variations was the modification of the nodal analysis 
to include tile effects cf the blade operational equilibrium 
position on the subsequently calculated mode shape and stability 
characteristics. 
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Assessment of the computed and measured results showed geaeral 
agreement between them, particularly with regard ~o frequ~ncy 
trends. The computed effects of blade coning did not agre~ with 
measured characteristics. Also, the inplane damping predictions 
were unconservative over the lower range of rotor speeds tested. 
The ~nclusiQn of the equilibrium position in the nodal analysis 
improved the trend with blade coning, although better results 
were achieved with other program modifications. The unconserva
tive damping predictions are thought to arise from the coupling 
between ~he first inplane mode and the highly damped first flap 
mode. 
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. ; At'Pr:NDIX A 

EXPERIMENTAL OPERATING CONDITIOlJS ANI:. 
ASSOCIATE~ STABILITY ~\CTERIST!CS 

Rotor Fuse. n T a fb tb fr tr fp tp 
Conf. Conf. 9 deq Hz Hz Hz 

R-l F-1 .65 0.16 3.5 9.3 .0220 (Isolated Rotor Test) 
.65 0.30 5.0 :).2 .0223 
.65 0.60 ;.7 9.0 .0248 
.65 0.92 10.0 8.9 .0278 
.65 l.28 13.0 8.9 .0316 
.78 0.14 3.2 9.7 .0172 
.78 0.28 4.2 9.7 .0191 
.78 0.34 4.9 9.'7 .::>194 
.78 0.62 6.4 9.7 .0205 
.78 0.64 6.8 9.6 .0211 
.78 0.92 7.8 9.6 .0233 
.78 1.02 8.8 9.6 .02~5 
.78 1.24 9.9 9.6 .02EO 
.n 1.28 10.2 9.4 .0274 
.78 1.42 11.0 9.2 .0293 
.78 1.46 11.2 9.4 .0302 
.90 0.16 3.3 10.0 .0180 . \ .9U 0.24 3.5 10.1 .0191 ! .90 C'!.60 5.7 10.0 .0200 

i .90 0.92 7.0 9.7 .0~08 
.9~ 1.24 8.1 9.7 .0221 
.90 1.42 9.0 9.8 .0230 
.65 1.00 lQ.O 9.2 .0260 
.78 1.04 7.8 9.6 .G229 
.85 1.04 7.0 9.8 .0211 
.90 1.00 6.4 9,9 .C203 

I 
.95 0.98 6.0 10.1 .0198 
.60 0.52 7.8 9.0 .0300 
.65 0.60 7.8 9.1 .0270 
.70 iJ.68 7.8 9.2 .0263 
.75 0.78 7.8 9.3 .0250 
.78 0.86 7.8 9.4 .0253 
.80 0.90 7.S 9.4 .0253 
.85 0.% 7.S 9.7 .0235 
.90 1.10 7.S 9.8 .0230 
.95 1.1R 7.B 9.9 .0216 

22 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

? ' Rotor Fuse. (1 T e fb tb fr tr fp tp 
< Conf. Conf. 9 deg Hz Hz Hz 

R-2 F-l .65 0 9.1 .0244 (Isolc.ted Rotor Test) 
.65 0.32 9.2 .0262 
.65 0.68 9.3 .0202 
.65 1.00 9.2 .0310 
.65 1.24 8.9 .0368 
.76 0.38 9.7 .0217 
.78 0.72 9.8 .0233 
.78 1.04 9.5 .0279 
.78 1.36 9.3 .0333 
.78 1.48 9.3 .0362 
,65 0.98 9.1 .0317 
.78 1.00 9.4 .0274 
.85 1.00 9.6 .0250 
.90 0.98 9.9 .0232 
.95 0.94 10.1 .0224 
.65 7.7 9.1 .0312 

f 

.78 7.7 9.4 .0270 

.85 7.7 9.7 .0251 

.90 7.7 9.8 .0238 

.95 7.7 10.0 .0230 
Po-4 F-l .78 0.30 9.8 :0),52 

1 .78 0.58 9.8 .0168 
.78 0.92 9.5 .0197 
.78 1.12 9.7 .0227 
.713 1.30 9.3 .0269 

,.f .60 0.-36 8.9 .0263 
.65 0.92 9.1 .0221 
.73 0.94 9.7 .01Q4 
.85 0.86 9.9 .0183 
.90 0.88 10.1 .0175 

1 
.95 0.82 10.3 .0166 

R-6 F-l .78 0.15 9.4 .0171 
1 .78 0.32 :l.3 .0177 

) . .78 0,64 9.3 .0187 
. 7~ 0.96 9.2 .0207 
.78 1.28 9.2 .0228 
.78 1.44 9.2 .0245 
.65 0.90 8.8 .0255 
.70 0.96 9.0 .0226 
.75 0.96 9.1 .0213 

-J 
.78 0.96 9.3 .0:.!04 
.ao ().96 9 4 .0195 
.£5 0.% 9.5 .0178 
.90 0.96 9.7 .0152 
.95 0.96 10.0 .0125 

.... _._-
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} APPENDIX A (Continued) 
I 

I' . 
i 

Rotor Fuse. ,1 T a fb tb fr tr !p tp 

" Con!. Conf. 0 deQ Hz Hz Hz . 
l R-7 F-1 .78 0.16 9.4 .0187 (Iaolated Rotor Test) 

.78 0.32 9.4 .0200 

.78 0.64 9.3 .0215 

.78 1.28 9.2 .0300 

.78 1.44 9.2 .0330 
I .60 0.9& S.9 .0289 

..i 
I, 

.65 0.96 9.0 .0286 

.70 0.96 9.1 .0260 

.75 0.96 9.2 .0242 

.78 0.96 9.3 .0237 

.80 0.96 ~.4 .0228 

.85 0.96 9.6 .0218 

.c;,o 0.96 9.7 ·.0203 

.95 0.96 9.9 .0196 
R-1 F-2 .65 0.16 8.9 .0194 2.3 .U9 5.2 .100 

.65 0.32 8.8 .0191 

.65 0.64 S.7 .0171 

.65 0.96 8.7 .O!:n 

.;5 1.28 8.S .0098 

.78 0.16 9.8 .01S3 2.5 .152 -\.8 .100 

.78 0.32 9.8 .0149 

.78 0.64 9.8 , .. 0115 
j/ .78 u.96 9.6 .0107 

.78 1.28 9.7 .0095 
....... .78 1.44 9.7 .0081 

.90 0.'16 10.0 .0070 2.4 .126 5.3 . .091 

.90 o.n 9.9 .0058 

.90 0.64 9.9 .oo·n 

.90 0.96 9.8 .0051 

.90 1.28 9.8 .0049 

.90 1.44 9.8 .0047 

.55 0.96 9.1 .0231 2.5 .134 5.0 .090 

.60 0.96 8.7 .0253 ~.4 .145 4.9 .095 

.65 0.96 8.7 .0140 2.3 .109 4.9 .137 

.70 0.96 9.1 .00)1 2.5 .02) 4.9 .10) 

.75 0.96 9.5 .0062 2.7 .05~ 4.8 .110 

.78 u.96 9.7 .0099 2.8 .069 5.0 .091 

.80 0.96 9.7 .0102 2.5 .148 5.0 .090 

.85 0.96 9.9 .0106 2.) .149 5.0 .094 

.90 0.96 9.8 . 0051 2.4 .149 5.1 . .048 

.95 0.96 10.2 .0059 2.4 .115 5.1 .052 

.60 7.S 8.8 .0230 2.3 .165 4.9 .119 

.65 7.8 9.0 .0140 ... ... .133 ..... 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

Rotor Fuse. ~ T 9 fb Cb Er tr Ep tp 
ConE. ConE. 9 de9 Hz Hz Hz 

R-l F-2 .70 1.8 9.2 .0044 2.S .024 
.75 1.8 9.4 .0061 2.9 .051 
.78 7.8 9.8 .0088 3.0 .137 5.4 .078 
.80 1.8 9.9 .0091 5.0 .096 
.85 1.8 10.0 .0099 4.7 .072 
.90 7.8 9.9 .0061 4.8 .058 
.95 7.8 10.1 .0046 5.0 '.075 

R-2 F-: .65 0.16 9.2 .0230 2.3 .113 
.65 0.32 9.3 .0220 
.65 0.64 8.9 .0209 
.65 0.96 8.7' .0169 . . . 
.65 1.28 8.6 • 0120 
.78 0.16 9.9 .0140 2.4 .131 4.8 .129 
.78 0.32 9.9 .0135 
.78 0.64 9.8 .0117 
.18 0.96 9.7 .0110 
.78 1.28 9.7 .0102 

.. 18 1.46 9.6 .0105 . 
.90 0.16 9.9 .006!> 4.9 . 017 
.90 0.32 10.1 .0062 
.90 0.50 10.0 .0062 
.90 0.64 10.0 .0048 
.90 LOO 9.9 .0055 
:90 1.48 9.9 .0056 
.55 (l.90 9.1. .0270 2.4 .140 
.60 0.96 8.8 .0300 2.5 .164 5.2 .109 
.65 0.96 8.8 .0183 2.3 .087 5.2 .105 
.70 0.96 9.0 .0037 2.6 .006 5.2 .110 
.75 0.'56 9.6 .0089 2.5 .043 5.1 .112 
..... 8 1l.9b 9.7 .0095 2.5 .089 5.2 .100 
.80 0.96 9.8 .0100 2.6 .148 5.2 .098 
.85 0.96 9.6 .0110 Z.6 .147 5.2 .090 
.90 0.96 9.8 .0062 2.3 5.1 . A."! 1 
.95 0.96 10.2 .0074 2.5 5.0 .084 
.60 7.8 8.2 .0299 2.3 .160 5.2 .102 
.65 7.8 8.9 .0179 ~.2 .110 
.70 7.8 9.1 .con 2.4 .030 
.75 7.8 9.S .0081 2.9 .020 
.78 7.8 9.9 .0087 3.1 .034 5.0 .098 
.SO 7.8 9.8 .010.3 5.1 .110 
.85 7.8 9.7 .0107 5.1 .. 085 
.90 7.S 9.7 .0056 S.2 .031 
.95 7.8 10.1 .\lOGO 5.5 .049 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

Rotok" Fuse. 0 T e fb tb fr tr fp ~ 
Conf. Conf. 9 deg Hz Hz Hz 

R-4 F-2 .78 0.16 9.8 .0098 
.78 0.32 9.8 .0091 2.6 .121 5.0 .100 
.78 0.64 9.8 .0080 
.78 0.96 9.8 .0072 
.78 1.28 9.7 .0059 
.78 1.44 9.7 .0052 
.60 .0.96 8.8 .0257 2.4 .154 S.2 .121 
.65 0.96 8.9 .0192 2.4 .109 
.70 0.96 9.0 .0037 2.5 .024 
.75 0.96 9.4 .0072 2.9 .037 
.78 0.96 9.J .0079 . 2.9 .146 5.1 . .095 
.80 0.96 9.9 .0085 5.1 .089 
.85 0.96 9.9 .0097 5.4 • Oil 
.90 0.96 9.8 .0057 5.2 .058 
.95 0.96 10.3 .0010 2.3 5.4 .057 

R-G F-2 .78 0.16 9.7 .0143 2.5 .I45 5.2 .107 
.78 0.32 9.7 .0135 
.78 0.64 9.G .0129 
.78 0.96 9.5 .0113 
.78 1.28 9.4 .0107 
.78 1.44 9.4 .0094 
.60 0.96 8.4 .0184 2.5 .175 5.2 .116 
.65 0.96 8.6 .Oll3 . 2.3 ·.081 
.70 0.96 9.0 0 2;6 .004 
.75 0.96 9.4 .0063 2.9 .028 
.78 0.96 9.6 .0102 2.9 .134 5.1 .101 
.80 0.96 9.7 .0110 5.1 . .09a 
.85 0.96 9.7 .0121 5.3 .096 
.90 0.96 9.8 .0030 5.3 .040 
.95 0.96 10.0 .0030 2.5 5.6 .046 

, R-7 F-2 .78 0.16 9.5 .0127 2.6 .152 5.4 .103 
.. .78 0.32 ".6 .0104 

.78 0.64 '1.6 .0087 
) .78 0.96 9.6 .0076 

.78 1.28 9.5 .0057 

.78 1.44 9.5 .0043 

.60 0.96 8.4 .Q228 2.2 .151 5.1 .132 

.65 0.96 8.5 .0102 2.1 .077 

.70 0.96 8.9 -.0071 2.6 -.011 

.75 0.96 9.3 .0065 3.0 .029 

.78 0.96 9.4 .0088 2.9 .145 5.3 .091 

.80 0.96 9.5 .0125 5.3 .085 

.85 0.96 9.6 .0172 5.2 .093 
... .90 0.96 9.8 . 0037 5.4 . .036 

.1)5 0.96 10.1 -.0017 5.5 -.002 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

. , 

RotC"lr Fuse. fi T a fb tb f t tr fp 
Con!. Conf. 9 deg Hz Hz Hz 

R-l F-l .65 0.16 9.0 .0177 2.4 .120 5.0 .054 
.65 0.l2 8.9 .0178 
.65 0.64 8.6 .0162 
.65 0.96 8.5 .0124 
.65 1.28 8.5 .0060 
.78 0.16 9.9 .0105 2.6 .117 5.1 .057 
.78 0.32 9.8 .0097 

-. .78 0.64 9.8 .0084 
.78 0.96 9.6 .0074 
.78 1.28 9.5 .0070 
.78 1.44 9.5 .0060 
.90 0.16 9.9 .00l2 2.4 .096 4.9 .028 
.90 0.32 9.9 .0006 
.60 0.96 8.6 .0233 2.4 .148 4.8 .059 
.65 0.96 8.6 .0151 2.3 .149 4.8 .061 
.70 0.96 9.2 .0031 2.4 .007 4.7 .065 
.75 0.96 9.5 .0090 2.3 .048 4.6 .057 
.78 0.96 9.7 .0100 2.5 .104 4.7 .060 
.80 0.96 9.6 .0110 2.3 .116 4.7 .058 
.85 0.96 9.6 .0117 2.5 .095 4.7 .037 
.90 0.96 9.0 -.0015 2.3 4.9 -.001 
.95 0.96 10.3 .0030 2.3 5.0 .• 051 

R-2 F-3 .65 0.16 8.8 .. 0220 2.3 .. 104 ,L7 .061, 

.65 0.32 8.9 .0210 

.65 0.64 9.0 .0176 

.65 0.96 8.8 .0150 

.65 1.28 8.6 .0110 

.78 0.16 10.0 .0100 2.7 .087 4.7 .064 

.78 0.32 10.0 .0099 

.78 0.64 10.0 .0095 

.78 0.96 9.9 .0093 

.78 1.28 9.9 .0102 

.78 1.44 9.8 .0099 

.90 0.16 9.9 .0010 4.8 .015 

.90 0.32 10.0 -.0017 

.90 0.64 9.9 -.0013 

.90 0.96 10.0 -.0027 

\ 

.90 1.28 10.0 -.003C 

.60 0.96 9.0 .0~.9q 2.5 .124 4.7 . .054 

.65 0.95 8.8 .0143 2.4 .078 4~7 .065 

.70 0.96 9.1 0 2.5 .002 4.7' .060 

.75 0.96 9.5 .0057 2.5 .014 4.9 .064 

.78 0.96 9.7 .0090 2.4 .072 4.8 .057 

\ 
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Rotor Fuse •. 0 
Conf. Cenf. 

R-2 F-3 .80 
.85 
.90 
.9~ 

R-6 F-3 .65 
.65 
.65 
.65 
.65 
.78 
.78 
.78 
. 78 
.78 
.78 
.90 
.90 
.90 
.90 
.90 
.60 
.65 
.70 

.. 75 
.78 
.80 
.85 
.90 
.95 

APPENDIX A (Concluded) 

T e fb tb 
9 deg Hz 

0.96 9.7 .0098 
0.96 9.7 .0109 
0.96 9.8 -.0021 
0.96 10.3 .0:\14 
0.16 8.8 .(i206 
0.32 8.9 .0194 
0.64 8.8 .0171 
0.96 8.9 .0135 
1.28 8.6 .0052 
0.16 9.7 .0127 
0.32 9.S. .0120 
0.64 9.6 . 0112 
0.96 9.6 .0098 
1.28 9.5 .0080 
1.44 9.5 .0050 
0.16 9.8 -.0007 
0.32 9.9 -.0018 
0.64 9.8 -.0034 
0.96 9.8 -.0041 
1.28 9.8 -.0043 
0.96 8.9 .0192 
0.96 8.6 .0099 
0.96 9.1 -.0015 
0.96 9.4 .0062 
0.96 9.6 .0112 
0.96 9.5 .0119 
0.96 9.4 .0080 
0.9& 9.9 -.0043 
0.96 10.2 .0045 

28 

f tr fp ~ r 
Hz Hz 

2.4 .133 4.6 .064 
2.5 4.6 .036 

4.9 -.005 
2.3 5.2 .050 
2.3 .105 4.5 .069 

2.5 .140 4.7 .066 

. .. 

4.9 -.001 

2.3 .146 4.7 .066 
2.2 .081 
2.5 .006 

. 2.9 .028 
3.0 .153 4.6 .050 

4.6 ·.059 
4~6 .. 032 
4.9 -.009 

2.4 5.2 .061 



) APPENDIX B 

J CALCULATED STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS 
FROM THE BASIC ANALYSIS 

1 
I 

fb tb fr tr fp t. Rotor Fuse. n T e 
~ Conf. Conf. 9 deg Hz Hz Hz 

R-1 F-1 .65 0.02 0 9.3 .0030 (Isolated Rotor Analysis) . 
-'. .65 0.54 5.5 9.3 . 0281 

.65 0.96 9.1 9.2 .0379 

.65 1.40 12.4 9.2 .0561 
,/ .76 0.04 0 9.7 .0275 

/ ... 

1 

.78 0.52 4.0 9.7 .0237 

.76 1.00 7.0 9.7 .0285 

.76 1.46 9.5 9.6 .0366 

.90 0.04 0 10:1 .0250· 

1 
.90 0.56 3.5 10.1 .0205 
.90 1.00 5.6 10.1 .0223 
.90 1.44 7.6 10.1 .0277 

) .00 0.96 10.3 9.1 .0404 

1 .70 0.98 6.1 9.4 .0337 
.\ .85 1.00 6.1 9.9 .0245 

.. .95 1.00 5.2 10.3 .0204 
R-2 F-l .65 0.06 0 9.3 .0292 

.65 0.60 5.5 9.3 .0276 

.65 1.04 9.1 9.2 .0377 

.65 1.46 12.4 9.2 .0564 

.78 0.06 0 9.:' .0265 

.78 0.58 4.0 9.7 .0230 

.78 1.08 7.0 9.7 .0281 

.78 1.52 9.5· 9.6 .0385 

.90 0.:>6 0 10.1 .0240 

.90 0.64 3.5 10.1 .0197 

.90 1.08 5.6 10.1 .0217 

.90 1.54 7.6 10.1 .0273 

.60 1.02 10.3 9.1 .0403 

.70 1.04 6.1 9.4 .0334 

.85 1.08 6.1 9.9 .0239 

I 
.95 1.08 5.2 10.3 .0196 

R-4 F-1 .78 0.12 0 9.7 .0229 
.78 0.64 4.0 9.7 .0203 

- J. 
.78 1.12 7.0 9.7 .0248 
.78 1.54 9.5 9.6 .0336 
.60 1.02 10.3 9.1 .0374 
.7{J 1.06 8.1 9.4 .C301 
.85 1.14 6.1 9.9 .0204 
.95 1.20 5.2 10.:~ .0159 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 

Rotor Fuse •. fi T 0 fb tb fr tr fp tp 
t. C':mf. Conf. 9 deg Hz Hz Hz . 

·r 
R-2 F-2 .90 1.54 7.6 10.2 .0001 

.60 1.02 10.3 9.1 .0528 2.1 .370 4.7 .135 

.70 1.04- 8.1 9.3 .0155 1.9 .474 4.6 .• 136 

.85 1.08 6.1 9.9 .0100 2.1 .419 4.6 .143 

.95 1.03 5.2- 10.5 .0013 2.1 .423 4.7 .158 

l 
R-4 F-2 .78 0.12 0 9.7 .0J.96 z.o .322 4.6 .134 

.78 0.64 4.0 9.7 .0129 

.78 1.12 7.0 9.7 .0097 2.1 .442 4.6 .147 

.78 1.54 9.5 9.7 .0069 

.60 1.04 10.3 9.0 .0482 2.2 .369 4.7 .• 138 

.65 1.04 9.1 9.D .0335 1.9 .446 4.6 .140 

.70 1.06 8.1 9.3 .0123 2.0 .474 4.6 .141 

.85 1.14 6.1 10.0 .0054 2.3 .404 4.6 .154 

.99 1.16 5.6 10.3 OMS 2.3 .404 4.7 .164 

.95 1.20 S.2 10.5 0031 2.3 .408 4.7 .158 
R-6 F-2 .78 0.06 0 9.7 .0154 1.9 .:310 4.6 .129 

.78 0.58 4.0 9.7 .0092 

.78 1.08 7.0 9.7 .0084 2.0 .427 4.6 .138 

.78 1.52 9.5 9.6 .0089 

.60 1.02 10.3 9.0 .0458 2.1 .372 4.7 :. .135 

.65 1.04 9.1 9.0 .0305 l.!j .449 4.6 .135 
....... .70 1.04 8.1 9.3 .0099 1.9 .467 4.6 

] .78 1.08 7.0 9.7 .0083 2.0 .428 4.6 .138 

: .85 1.08 6.1 9.9 .0038 2.1 .419 4.6 .143 

\ .90 1.08 5.6 10.2 . . - .0039'· 2.1 .419 4.6 .159 

( 
.95 1.08 S.2 10.:' -.0036 2.1 .429 4.7 .157 

R-7 F-2 .78 0 0 9.7 .01.83 2.1 .349 4.& .~28 
.78 0.40 4.0 9.7 .0091 
.78 0.)2 7.0 9.7 .0065 2.1 .431 4.6 ."135 

J .78 1.40 9.5 9.7 .0054 

! .60 0.98 10.5 9.1 .0449 2.2 .328 4.7 .132 
.70 0.98 8.4 9.3 .J093 2.0 .459 4.7 .133 
.85 0.96 6.S 9.9 .0' .2 2.2 .413 4.6 .137 

1 
.95 0.96 .l. 7 10.4 -.0046 2.1 .427 4.7 .155 

R-l F-3 .60 0.96 lC'.3 9.1 .0'i19 2.1 .329 4.7 .080 
.65 0.98 9.1 t).~ .0349 1.7 .430 4.7 .080 
.70 0.98 8.1 9.3 .0142 1.9 .435 4.6 .081 
.7e 1.00 7.0 9.7 .0165 2.0 .383 4.6 .081 
.85 1.00 &.1 9.9 .0143 2.1 .376 4.6 .082 
.90 1.00 5.6 10.2 -.0034 2.1 .376 4.6 .118 
.95 1.00 5.2 10.5 .0017 2.1 .380 4.7 .105 

31 
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Rotor Fuse. fi T 
Conf. Cenf. 9 

R-2 F-3 .60 1.02 
.65 1.04 
.70 1.04 
.78 1.08 
.85 1.08 
.90 1.08 
.95 1.08 

~-6 F-3 .60 1.02 
.65 1.04 
.70 1.04 
.78 1.08 
.8 1.08 
.90 1.08 
.95 1.08 

APPENDIX B (Concluded) 

e fb tb fr tr fp tp 
deg Hz Hz Hz 

10.3 9.0 .0527 2.1 .335 4.7 .081 
9.1 8.9 .0364 1.7 .438 4.7 .081 
8.1 9.3 .0139 1.9 .449 4.7 .081 
7.0 9.7 .0151 2.0 .399 4.6 .081 
6.1 9.9 .0131 2.1 .388 4.6 .083 
5.6 10.2 -.0042 2.1 .388 4.6 .118 
5.2 10.5 .0002 2.1 .391 4.5 .106 

10.3 9.0 .0459 2.1 .338 4.7 .081 
9.1 9.0 .0305 ~, .8 .420 4.7 .081 
8.1 9_3 .0085 1..9 .441 4.7 .081 
7.0 9·7 .0088 2.0 .398 4.6 .082 
6.1 9.9 .0057 2.1 .388 4.6 .085 
5.6 10.2 -.0084 ' 2.1 .387 4.6 , .115 
5.2 10.5 -.0046 2.1 .391 4.5 .106 
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~ABLE I. ROTOR HODEL DISTRIBUTED STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES 

Outboard Hass, StructurQl Stiffness, N-m2 Chdrdwise 
Station of kq/m Radius of 
Segment, m Beamwise Chordwise Torsion Gyration, m 

0.030 0.536 286.98 1434.9 860.94 0.0102 
't 0.046 0.129 1.49 189.4 0.72 0:0083 

0.061 0.129 1.49 189.4 0.72 0.0083 
0.076 0.129 1.4'3 189.4 0.72 0.0037 
0.090 0.113 1.43 130.9 0.57 0.0033 
0.104 0.093 3.44' 62.3 0.29 0.0029 
0.140 0.077 4.88 35.3 0.14 0.0024 
0.180 0.068 4.59 28.4 0.11 c .. con 
0.218 0.068 4.59 28.4 0.11 0.0021 
0.269 2.143 860.94 2582.8 860.94 . 0:0058 
0.292 3.572 3443."6 11479.2 860.94 0.0158 
0.333 2.322 573.96 5739.6 286.98 0.0196 
0.427 0.518 17.22 430.5 14.35 .. 0.in31 
0.526 0.339 7.17 215.2 5.74 0.0145 
0.602 C.339 7.17 215.2 5.74 0.0145 
0.678 0.554 7.17 215.2 5.74 0.0113 

l 
0.754 0.339 7.17 215.2 5.74 0.0145 

. 0.831 0.339 7.17 215.2 5.74 0,0145 
0.907 0.339 7.17 215.2 5.74 "0"0145 
0.983 0.339 7.17 215.2 5.74 . '0:0145 
1.059 0.339 7.17 215.2 5.74 0.0145 
1.135 0.339 '/.17 215.2 5.74 0.0145 
1.212 0.411 10.04 215.2 5.74 0.0147 

/ 
J 

\ 
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. TABLE II. ROTOR BLADE DISCRETE STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES 

Number of blades 

Radius 

Lock number 

Solidity 

Airfoil 

Blade chord 

Blade twist 

Nominal rotor speed 

Aft chordwisp. offset of pitch link 

Control system springrate 

Precone angle 

Radius :0£ built-in precone 

Radius of applied blade coning and sweep 

cuff weight 

Cuff beamwise bending stiffness 

Cuff inp~ane bending stiffness 

Cuff torsional stiffness 

Shear restraint radial station 

Shear restraint inplane spring rate 

Flat pitch inplane damper nose-down inclination 

35 
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4 

1.212 m 

4.4 

.0734 

NACA 0012 

.0699 m 

o deg 

81.7 rad/s 

.0356.m 

70.6 N-m/rad 

2.75 deg 

.0305.m 

.2692 m 

.135 kg 

115 .N-m2 

344 N-m2 

201 N~m2 

.0610 m 

59543 N/m 

11 'deg 
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TABLE III. MODEL SCALE FACTORS 

Length 

Weight 

Item 

Structural stiffness 

Angular velocity 

Linear velocity 

Force 

Moment 

Power 

Froude number 

Rotor Loc~ number 

struetur.al frequ~ney ratio 

aRatio of full scale to model. 

units 

m 

N 

rad/s 

m/s 

N 

N-m 

N-m/s 

TABLE IV. ROTOR CONFIGUMTION PARAMETRIC 

Conf·Nv. ~b Yb tan ell 
deg deg 

a-l 0 0 .330 

R-2 1.5 0 .330 

R~4 1.5 2 .330 

R-6· 1.5 0 .246 

R-7 1.5 0 .:;'46 

36 
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Scale Factor 
(a) 

5.0 

125.(' 

3125.0 

<'.447 

2.236 

125.0 

625.0 

279.5 

VA~UES 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

r pL 
em 

3.56 

3.56 

3.56 

3 56· 

4.83 
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TABLE V. ROTOR-OFF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC VALUES 
FOR CONFIGURATION F-2 

Item 

Mass moment of inertia in pitch about the c.g. 

Mass moment of inertia in roll about the c.g. 

Undamped natural frequency in pitch 

Undamped natural frequency in roll 

Height. of ~otor above gimbal 

Height of .c.g. above gimbal 

Fuselag~ weight 

Damping ratio in pitch 

Damping ratio in roll 

Value 

3.745 N·m·s 2 

1.009 N·m·s 2 

4.9 Hz 

2.4 Hz 

.4153 m 

.0127 m . 

289 N 

.ll5(a) 

.06S(a) 

aFor configuration F-3, the damping levels were equal respec
tively to one-half of the above values. All other characteris
tics were the same for configurations F-2 and F-3 . 
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,TABLE VI. CALCULATED INPLANE STRUCTURAL DAMPINC RATIOS 
FOR CONFICURATIONS R-l, R-2, AND R-4 

I, 0 T Cuff Index ts 
(a~ 

'. 9 Angle 

" Deg DNAM06 ARAM06 

" ~ , 
0.65 0 0.02 -11.0 0.0293 0.0294 

5.5 0.54 -5.5 0.0292 0.0293 
9.1 0.98 -1.9 0.0287 0.0288 

12.4 1.40 1.4 0.0281 0.0281 
0.78 0 0.04 -11.0 0.0262 C.0263 

4.0 0.52 -7.0 0.0262 0.0263 
7.0 1.00 -4.0 0.0260 0.0261 
9.5 1.46 -1.5 0.0258 0.0258 

'. 0.90 0 0.04 -11.0 0.0234 

I 3.5 0.56 -7.5 0.0234 
• 5.6 1.00 -5.4 0.0234 
l 7.6 1.44 -3.4 0.0232 

l 
0.60 10.3 0.96 -0.7 0.0296 0.0296 
0.70 8.1 0.98 -2.9 0.lI278 0.0278 
0.85 6.1 1.00 -4.9 0.0245 0.0246 
0.95 5.2 1.00 -5.8 0.0222 0.0224 

, 
" 

I. 

aValues tabulated correspond to a loss tangent of 0.33. 
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. Vrm.:iINAL ~AGE 

BLACK ANO WHITE P.1vTOGRAPH 

Figure 1. Three-bladed Hingeless F1eXbeam 
Roto~ on Model 47 Ranger. 

Figure 2. Four-bladed Stiff-inolane Rotor 
on the UH-l HelicoPt~r. 

Figure 3. Model 654 Rotor on the 206L 
Helicopter. 
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Fi;;-1.re 4. Inplane Damping Correlation from Ground Rp.sonan,;:e Study of 
the M654 Rotor. 
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Uu or di\closure 01 data on Ihi, paue is \Ubl('(.t 10 the reslriction on the title paqe. 

Figure 6. Detailp.d View of Model Fuselage. 
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U\f or di\(lO~ure of d.!ta on .hlS page is suh,_'t to the mtriction on .he title paqe. 

Figure 7. Isola!;e(, Rotor Test Stand Modifications. 
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Hub Precone 

Angle ....... ........ ........ 
............ 

Fu!'>elagtO Inert~a ---'<!I 

. Fuselage Spring Restrair.t 

Fixed-system representation is the same for.pitch and roll motions. 

Figure 8. Analyti:al Representations in Programs ARA!-106 and DRAV21TF. 
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